15.Abstract: The arsenal ship concept combines new and emerging technologies into a new type of naval platform capable of massive offensive firepower. Concentrating hundreds of advanced weapons in one platform will provide the Joint Force Commander with a potent yet simple instrument for mass, maneuver and precision fires, as well as a credible deterrence prior to the onset of armed conflict.
When measured against Joint Vision 2010. the Navy's Arsenal Ship Concept of Operations supports an effective joint fighting force for the early 21st century in most areas. More development is needed, however, in the areas of full-dimensional protection and command structure for the ship in the joint force. The arsenal ship's potential contribution to joint warfighting compels the most rigorous efforts to make the most efficient and effective use of this platform and protect it from the threats of future enemies. The primary roles for the ship will be deterrence through sustained forward deployment and overwhelming firepower for deep strike and interdiction available at the onset of war. Subsequent to the initial strike, the arsenal ship will be a ready source of precision fires for the joint force commander as well as an additional supply of theater air defense weapons.
As history teaches us, a successful military innovation lies not merely in technology, but in the marriage of "3-R Strategy" for Rapid, Robust Response as delineated by Ernest Blazar, "How the arsenal ship will fight," Navy Times. Because the final design and full capabilities of the ship will not be known until early 1998, the Navy must continue to refine existing operating doctrine so that joint staffs will be prepared to include the new ship in their operational plans
well before it appears in their force.
As detailed by the Navy, the arsenal ship concept fulfills the naval service's vision as expressed in Forward . The Navy should more fully develop the full-dimensional protection concept and the command structure for the ship in joint operations. The Navy CONOPS should reflect continuing refinements and must always fully support joint doctrine if the arsenal ship is to achieve its potential of operational success by providing a key element to the joint force of the future.
BACKGROUND
The idea of a stealthy ship composed almost entirely of offensive weapons was first given public credence by VADM Joseph Metcalf III, USN (Ret.) in his "Revolution at Sea" of the mid-eighties. His overriding philosophy in conceptualizing a future strike cruiser was maximizing the delivery of "ordnance on target". In fact, "the most efficient replenishment ship yet designed" could be the most accurate assessment of the arsenal ship's primary contribution to the joint force of the future.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The arsenal ship concept is a powerful and versatile Reliance on an AEGIS combatant for full-time close protection will not always be the most feasible, or even the most effective option.
With continued discussion and doctrinal development, the arsenal ship can provide a much needed force multiplier and powerful joint asset in the strategic, operational and tactical realms. As the final ship design takes shape, more refined solutions to doctrinal needs can be added, and further discussions of the best roles and missions can be pursued.
